In this paper, we study a biased version of the nearest-neighbor transposition Markov chain on the set of permutations where neighboring elements i and j are placed in order (i, j) with probability p i,j . Our goal is to identify the class of parameter sets P = {p i,j } for which this Markov chain is rapidly mixing. Specifically, we consider the open conjecture of Jim Fill that all monotone, positively biased distributions are rapidly mixing.
Introduction
and Winkler [11] recently studied 3-value w-distributions. They showed if w 2 /w 3 , w 1 /w 2 ≥ 2, then M nn has mixing time O(n 18 ). They also analyzed a related nearest neighbor chain M pp over 3-particle systems, where the elements within a class are indistinguishable, and so they are never swapped. They showed the mixing time of this chain is at most O(n 10 ).
Our Main Result. In this paper, we consider bounded k-classes, where p i,j /p j,i ≥ γ for all i < j for some constant γ > 1. We show that if P is a weakly monotone bounded k-class then the mixing time of M nn is O(n 2k+6 log k). This gives a polynomial bound for any constant k, and applies directly to all bounded k-value w-distributions (i.e. w i /w i+1 > γ for all i). This improves the mixing time bound given in [11] for k = 3. We also analyze M pp over k-particle systems, and find the mixing time is O(n 2k+4 ), matching the bounds from [11] for k = 3. In both cases, we extend their results to allow γ < 2. In addition, we extend the work of Bhakta et al. [3] on distributions based on binary trees to include trees with maximum degree at most k.
Biased Exclusion Processes. Simple 2-class particle systems, known as biased exclusion processes, have been a key tool in the study of biased permutations. Suppose there are two types of particles (say 1 and 0) on a line, with n i (indistinguishable) particles of type i. Define a (finite) biased exclusion process over the linear arrangements of these particles as follows: at each step, a pair of neighboring particles of different types may swap into increasing order with probability p or out of order with probability 1 − p . Much of the previous work on the biased permutation problem has proceeded by mapping M nn over permutations to several biased exclusion processes or the related infinite asymmetric simple exclusion processes (ASEPs). In [2] , M nn is analyzed as a cross-product of several ASEPs, and then rapid mixing for M nn is inferred from the mixing times of the ASEPs. Bhakta et al. [3] discovered a different decomposition of permutations into a cross-product of biased exclusion processes, which allowed them to prove rapid mixing for more general P distributions.
Exclusion processes are of independent interest, arising in a variety of contexts. The infinite version known as the asymmetric simple exclusion process is a fundamental stochastic model in statistical mechanics [24, 2] . In combinatorics, the unbiased exclusion process is known as the mountain/valley Markov chain over monotonic lattice paths (i.e. staircase walks) (see Figure 1 and, e.g. [16] ). Notice each linear arrangement of 1's and 0's can be mapped bijectively to a lattice path in Z 2 by sending 1's to steps down and 0's to steps to the right. A biased version of this chain has applications in self-assembly, where it represents reversible growth processes [9, 20] .
Benjamini et al. [2] bounded the mixing time of the asymmetric exclusion process, where particles of type 0 and type 1 all interact with the same (constant) probability p. Subsequently, Greenberg et al. [9] discovered a simpler proof. This continues to be an active area of interest and in recent work Labbé et al. [14] determined the exact mixing rate and Levin et al. [15] analyzed the case that p tends to 0 as n → ∞. Greenberg and others [20, 10] considered a heterogeneous biased exclusion process, where the probability of swapping a 1 with a 0 at positions i and i + 1 depends on the number of 1's and the number of 0's to the left of position i.
In this paper, we introduce a new generalized (biased) exclusion process, where the probability of swapping a 1 with a 0 may depend on the entire sequence of 0's and 1's and prove it is rapidly mixing whenever the minimum bias is at least a constant. Analyzing these processes is a key step towards proving our main result on permutations, and we believe it could be of interest beyond the application to biased permutations.
Techniques. In order to analyze M nn we introduce a new Markov chain M tk which includes a carefully selected set of more general transpositions (swaps between non-nearest neighbor pairs). The new chain allows us to effectively break the single chain M nn into a combination of multiple unbiased permutation processes (one for each of the k classes) and a single biased k-particle system where elements in the same class are indistinguishable. The bulk of our work is in proving that the particle system is rapidly mixing. Here our argument relies on a novel decomposition argument where we fix the location of all of the particles in a single class and repeat this process inductively. By doing this, we can again simplify permutations to several 2-class particle systems as in previous work ( [2] , [3] ), with two key differences. First, we reduce to our new generalized biased exclusion processes mentioned above, where the probability of swapping two particles depends on the entire state of the system. Second, we need to use a decomposition theorem [19] since in general, monotone positively biased distributions do not appear to be a simple cross-product of a set of 2-class particle systems. In fact, we use decomposition inductively O(k) times.
2 The Markov Chains M nn and M tk .
We begin by formalizing the Markov chain M nn . Then we will formally define a k-class and introduce an auxiliary chain M tk that allows a larger set of transpositions. Let Ω = S n be the set of all permutations σ = (σ(1), . . . , σ(n)) of n integers. Suppose P is a set of probabilities, consisting
The Nearest Neighbor Markov chain M nn
Starting at any permutation σ 0 , iterate the following:
• At time t, choose a position 1 < i ≤ n uniformly at random.
• With probability p σt(i),σt(i−1) , exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (i − 1) to obtain σ t+1 .
• Otherwise, do nothing so that σ t+1 = σ t .
The chain M nn connects the state space Ω and has the stationary distribution (see e.g., [3] 
where Z is the normalizing constant σ∈Ω i<j p σ(i),σ(j) . For our main result we prove that if a set of probabilities P are weakly monotonic and form a bounded k-class then the Markov chain M nn is rapidly mixing. We will require the weakly monotonic condition defined in [3] rather than the stronger monotonic condition defined in [7, 8] .
Definition 1 ([3]).
The set P is weakly monotonic if properties 1 and either 2 or 3 are satisfied.
1. p i,j ≥ 1/2 for all 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and
For simplicity throughout the paper we will assume that property (2) holds. If instead property (3) holds, the proofs are very similar and we point out distinctions throughout the paper.
Suppose [n] is partitioned into k particle classes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k . Then a set of probabilities forms a k-class if particles in the same class interact with probability 1/2 and the probability of swapping a particle in class C i with a (neighboring) particle in class C j is the same for all particles within those classes 1 : for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, if x 1 , x 2 ∈ C i and y ∈ C j we have p x 1 ,y = p x 2 ,y . We associate a permutation σ with a k-particle system where particles within the same class are indistinguishable. For ease of notation, we record only the subscripts of the corresponding C i classes; that is, if σ(1), σ(2) ∈ C 2 , σ(3) ∈ C 1 , and σ(4), σ(5) ∈ C 3 , we will write 22133 for the associated k-particle system. For any element x, let C(x) denote the particle class that contains x (i.e. C(x) = i if and only if x ∈ C i ). Let C i > C j if i > j and similarly for C i = C j . We say a k-class is bounded if there exists a constant γ > 1 such that for all 1
Next we define a non-nearest neighbor Markov chain M tk : M tk exchanges elements σ(i) and σ(j) at locations i and j with i < j if for all i < m < j, C(σ(m)) < min(C(σ(i)), C(σ(j))). That is, M tk swaps elements in different particle classes across elements in particle classes that are smaller than both. Particles in the same class can also be exchanged across any particles in other classes. For example, suppose you start from a permutation with associated k-particle system 3152673. The chain M tk would allow an exchange of the two 3 particles because they are in the same class and there are no other particles in class 3 between them. An exchange of the first 3 and 5 (resulting in 5132673) would be allowed but an exchange of 5 and 7 would not because there is an element in class 6 between them. Let λ i,j = p i,j /p j,i .
The Transposition Markov chain M tk
• At time t, choose a position 1 ≤ i ≤ n and direction d ∈ {L, R, N } uniformly at random.
• If d = L, find the largest j with 1 ≤ j < i and C(σ t (j)) ≥ C(σ t (i)) (if one exists). If C(σ t (j)) > C(σ t (i)), then exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 .
• If d = R, find the smallest j with n ≥ j > i and
, exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 .
• If d = N, find the largest j with 1 ≤ j < i and C(σ t (j)) = C(σ t (i)). If such an element exists, then exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 .
We prove that M tk samples from the same distribution π as M nn (defined above) in Appendix A.1. The time a Markov chain takes to converge to its stationary distribution, or mixing time, is measured in terms of the distance between the distribution at time t and the stationary distribution. The total variation distance at time t is P t , π tv = max x∈Ω 1 2 y∈Ω |P t (x, y)−π(y)|, where P t (x, y) is the t-step transition probability. For all ǫ > 0, the mixing time τ (ǫ) of M is defined as τ (ǫ) = min{t : P t ′ , π tv ≤ ǫ, ∀t ′ ≥ t}. We say that a Markov chain is rapidly mixing if the mixing time is bounded above by a polynomial in n and log(ǫ −1 ), where n is the size of each configuration in Ω. In the remainder of the paper we will prove that M tk and then M nn are rapidly mixing if the input probabilities P are weakly monotonic and form a bounded k-class.
Bounded Generalized Exclusion Processes Mix Rapidly
We begin by analyzing bounded generalized biased exclusion processes. Assume n 1 particles of type 1 and n 0 particles of type 0 occupy n 0 + n 1 linear positions: 1, . . . , n 0 + n 1 . Let Ω e be the set of all distinct orderings of n 1 1's and n 0 0's. In this setting, the probabilities p σt,i depend on both the current ordering σ t and the elements being exchanged. Consider the following chain on Ω e .
The Generalized Exclusion Markov chain M e
Starting at any configuration σ 0 , iterate the following:
• At time t, choose a position 1 ≤ i < n 0 + n 1 uniformly at random.
• If σ t (i) = σ t (i + 1), with probability p σt,i exchange elements σ t (i) and σ t (i + 1) to obtain σ t+1 .
We say that M e is bounded if there exists a constant γ > 1 such that for all σ ∈ M e , if σ(i) = 1 and σ(i + 1) = 0 and τ is obtained from σ by swapping elements σ(i) and
There is a straightforward bijection between Ω e and staircase walks: map 1's to steps down and 0's to steps to the right. For example, the two walks in Figure 1 map to 0100101 and 0101001 respectively. Exchanging a 1 and a 0 corresponds to adding or removing a particular square beneath the staircase walk. Greenberg and others [9, 20, 10] considered sampling monotonic surfaces in Z 2 with bias. They studied walks that start at (0, h) and end at (w, 0) and only move to the right or down and analyze a "mountain / valley" chain that adds or removes a square along the boundary of the walk at each step (see Figure 1) . In [10] and [20] , they assumed the surface has "fluctuating bias," meaning that each square s (on the h × w lattice) is assigned a bias λ s which is essentially the ratio of the probabilities of adding or removing that particular square. They showed that as long as the minimum bias is a constant larger than 1 then the chain is rapidly mixing. In our setting, the probability of adding or removing a particular square can vary depending on the rest of the configuration. For example, the probability of moving from 1010 to 1001 is not the same as the probability of moving from 0110 to 0101. We prove the following theorem. Our proof is similar to that of [10] and we defer it to Appendix A.3. The idea is that the hitting time (time to reach the most probable configuration) yields a bound on the mixing time, and if the minimum bias is a constant, then the hitting time is on the order of the area of the region.
M tk Mixes Rapidly for k-class Biased Permutations
Next we prove that if the probabilities P form a k-class then the Markov chain M tk mixes rapidly. This will be useful when we analyze the nearest neighbor chain M nn in Section 5. We first notice that the chain M tk is a product of k + 1 independent Markov chains {M i }. The first k chains M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M k involve moves between particles in the same particle class and each such M i is an unbiased nearest-neighbor Markov chain over permutations of |C i | particles. The final chain M k+1 allows only moves between different particle classes. The chains are defined formally in Appendix A.2. We prove the following theorem. 
To prove Theorem 2, we use a result of [3] to relate the mixing times of the smaller chains
to M tk . Previous results [25] allow us to bound the mixing times of M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M k . Thus, the bulk of our work is to bound the mixing time of M k+1 , which we do next.
k-Particle Processes Mix Rapidly.
Recall M k+1 allows only those moves of M tk that involve elements in different particle classes (i.e. the moves with direction L and R). We call it a k-particle process over its state space of k-particle systems, since in this context elements in the same class are indistinguishable. If there are only two particle classes then this chain is a bounded generalized exclusion process. We prove the following.
.
The mixing time of
Our proof will proceed inductively, and at each step of the induction we will apply the decomposition theorem [17, 18] . We will use the following version of the decomposition theorem due to Martin and Randall [18] . Let Ω = ∪ m i=1 Ω i be a partition of the state space into m disjoint pieces. For each i = 1, . . . , m, define P i = P (Ω i ) as the restriction of P to Ω i which rejects moves that leave Ω i . In particular, the restriction to Ω i is a Markov chain M i with state space Ω i , where the transition matrix P i is defined as follows: If x = y and x, y
. Define P to be the following aggregated transition matrix on the state space {1, . . . , m}:
We also use the following result to relate the mixing time to the spectral gap (see e.g., [23] , [22] ):
We may now prove Lemma 3. As a running example, let C 1 = {1, 2}, C 2 = {3}, C 3 = {4, 5}, and C 4 = {6}. Since elements within a class are indistinguishable to M k+1 , we list each element using the subscript of its class; e.g., one 4-class particle system with these parameters is 412331.
Proof. For i ≥ 0, let σ i represent an arbitrary fixed location of the particles in classes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C i (when i = 0, σ i represents no restriction). For example, σ k−2 = 12 1, where the represents an empty location which will be filled by an element of C k−1 or C k . We will consider a smaller chain M σ i whose state space is the set of all configurations where the elements in classes C 1 , . . . , C i are in the locations given by σ i : in our example, the state space of M σ 2 is {312341, 312431, 412331}. The moves of M σ i are a subset of the moves of M tk . It rejects all moves of M tk involving an element of C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C i . We prove by induction that M σ i has spectral gap satisfying
, for all choices of σ i (given a fixed i). Since M σ 0 = M k+1 , this will prove the first part of Lemma 3. At each step of the induction, we apply decomposition (Theorem 4). The restrictions of each decomposition will be rapidly mixing by induction and the projection chain will be a bounded generalized exclusion process. The base case is i = k − 2 and the final decomposition is i = 0.
Base case. We begin with our base case, i = k − 2. Let σ k−2 be any fixed location of the particles in classes C 1 , . . . , C k−2 . The Markov chain M σ k−2 rejects all moves of M tk unless they exchange a particle in class C k−1 with a particle in class C k . Thus, its moves only involve two types of particles, with all other particles fixed, so we can view M σ k−2 as a generalized exclusion process.
Next we show that M σ k−2 is bounded. Consider any "adjacent" particles x ∈ C k−1 and y ∈ C k (they could be separated by any number of particles in classes C 1 , . . . , C k−2 ). We select x and the appropriate direction (either L or R) with probability 1/(3n). This succeeds with probability 1 if the direction is L. If the direction is R, it succeeds with probability p k,k−1 /p k−1,k if there are no additional particles between x and y. If there are additional particles, then the probability is even smaller since we are exchanging across elements in smaller classes and our probabilities are weakly monotonic. For example, moving from 312431 to 412331 happens with probability
. Since for i < j, C(i) = C(j), p i,j > 1/2, the minimum bias of our generalized exclusion process
is bounded, so we can apply Theorem 1. We have c k−1 particles in class C k−1 and c k particles in class C k , and the moves of our exclusion process happen with probability 1/(3n) (instead of 1/(c k−1 + c k )). Thus, Theorem 1 (with ǫ = 1/4) implies that for any such
Inductive
Step. We assume by induction the mixing time bound holds for all M σ i for some i ≤ k − 2, and we will use this result to prove that our mixing time bound holds for all M σ i−1 , which fix the location of particles in one fewer particle class. Let σ i−1 represent any fixed choice of locations for all elements in classes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C i−1 . In order to bound Gap(P i−1 ) we use the decomposition theorem. Given any σ i that is consistent with σ i−1 (i.e. they agree on the locations of all elements in classes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C i−1 ), the Markov chain M σ i will be a restriction Markov chain of M σ i−1 , as defined in the decomposition theorem. By induction, we have Gap(P i ) satisfies
. The projection chain, however, is more complicated. Recall our running example (k = 4) and consider the second decomposition. Here each of the restrictions is the set of configurations consistent with a particular fixed location of the particles in classes C 1 and C 2 and all restrictions agree on the location of particles in C 1 . Let σ 2 = 112 and β 2 = 211 represent two such restrictions. A move of the projection chain between σ 2 and β 2 is an aggregate of all moves of M tk between configurations consistent with σ 2 and configurations consistent with β 2 . For example, 411233 → 211433. Each of these moves involve exchanging a particle in C 3 or C 4 with a particle in C 2 . However, since these exchanges may happen across any number of particles in C 1 and involve particles in C 3 or C 4 they will have different probabilities, making the analysis more challenging.
More generally, moves of the projection chain involve exchanging an element from C i with an element from C j where j > i. There may be additional elements between the elements being exchanged but if there are, they are in a smaller particle class C s with s < i. If we view all elements in C i as one type and all elements in C i+1 , C i+2 , . . . , C k as another, then the projection chain can be viewed as a bounded generalized exclusion process. Specifically, we will show that all moves that move a particle in C i ahead happen with probability 1/(3n) and all moves that move it back happen with probability at most (1/(3n))(p i+1,i /p i,i+1 ). Since p i,i+1 = 1 − p i+1,i > 1/2, this implies that the minimum bias is greater than 1 and we can apply Theorem 1. There are c i particles of type i, k j=i+1 c j < n particles of the other type, and the moves are selected with probability 1/(3n). Applying Theorem 1 and Theorem 5(a) shows that the spectral gap of the projection chain satisfies Ω((n(c i + ln n)) −1 ). Combining this with the bound on the restriction chain, Theorem 4 implies
It remains to show that the projection chain M σ i−1 moves an element in C i backward with probability at most (1/(3n))(p i+1,i /p i,i+1 ). Without loss of generality, consider a move (γ, β) of the projection chain M σ i , which exchanges an element in C i at location a with an element at location b where b > a. Note that it is possible that b = a + 1 but if that is the case then for all b > c > a, P(c) < i. The definition of the projection chain from Theorem 4 gives us that
Recall that Ω γ consists of all configurations that have the elements in particles classes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C i fixed in the identical locations as those in γ and configurations in Ω β have the location of those elements in the same position except that there is an element of type C i in position b instead of position a. Now consider any configuration x ∈ Ω γ , if we select position a and direction R then we will exchange the elements at position a and b with probability
).
Since γ(c) < i < j, the weak monotonicity condition property 2 (Definition 1) 2 implies that p γ(c),i ≤ p γ(c),j and p j,γ(c) ≤ p i,γ(c) and thus
< 1 for all such c. Similarly, since j ≥ i + 1 we have that p i,j > p i,i+1 and p j,i < p i+1,i . Combining these gives the following
Finally, we will bound τ k+1 (ǫ) for ǫ > 0. Let [3] for more details), so log(1/ǫπ * ) = O(n 2 ln ǫ −1 ) since λ is bounded from above by a positive constant. Applying Theorem 5(b) and (1), we have τ k+1 (ǫ) ≤ O(n 2(k−1) n 2 ln ǫ −1 ).
From k Particle Process to k-class.
Again, we can view M tk as a product of k + 1 smaller Markov chains where M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M k are unbiased nearest-neighbor chains over permutations of a single particle class (moves between elements in the same particle class) and M k+1 is a k-particle process (moves between elements in different particle classes). We will use the following result of Wilson to bound the mixing times of the k permutation processes and Lemma 3 to bound the mixing time of M k+1 .
Theorem 6 ([25]). The chain
i log c i log ǫ −1 ). By Lemma 3, M k+1 has mixing time O(n 2k ln ǫ −1 ). To bound the mixing time of M k , we will use the following theorem due to Bhakta et al. [3] , which bounds the mixing time of a product of independent Markov chains. 2 If the input probabilities P satisfy the weak monotonicity property 3 instead then we would need to modify M tk to instead allow swaps between elements in different particle classes across elements whose particle class is larger (instead of smaller). This proof could then be easily modified so that the base case restricts the location of particles in P3, P4, . . . , P k , σi represents a particular fixed location of all the particles in Ci, Ci+1, . . . , C k and so forth.
The Markov chain M tk will update M i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k if direction N is selected and a particle in class P i which happens with probability c i /(3n). The Markov chain M k+1 is updated when direction L or R is selected; i.e. with probability 2/3. Therefore, for i ≤ k,
On the other hand, (kǫ −1 ) ). Therefore, Theorem 7 gives that τ tk (ǫ) = O(n 2k ln(k/ǫ)) for k ≥ 2. This proves Theorem 2.
5 M nn Mixes Rapidly for k-class Permutations.
In the final part of our argument we will use the comparison method [5, 21] to bound the mixing time of M nn using the bound on the mixing time of M tk (Theorem 2). We will prove the following. As a corollary we prove the following result on k-particle systems (see Section A.5). In this setting, particles in the same class are indistinguishable. The particle process chain M pp is identical to M nn except exchanges are only allowed between elements in different classes. We will use the following form of the comparison method due to Randall and Tetali [21] . Let P ′ and P be two reversible Markov chains on the same state space Ω with the same stationary distribution π and let E(P ) = {(x, y) : P (x, y) > 0} and E(P ′ ) = {(x, y) : P ′ (x, y) > 0} denote the sets of edges of the two graphs, viewed as directed graphs. For each x, y with P ′ (x, y) > 0, define a path γ xy using a sequence of states x = x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x k = y with P (x i , x i+1 ) > 0, and let |γ xy | denote the length of the path. Let Γ(z, w) = {(x, y) ∈ E(P ′ ) : (z, w) ∈ γ xy } be the set of paths that use the transition (z, w) of P . Finally, define
Theorem 10 ([21]). Given two Markov chains each with stationary distribution π, transition matrices P and P ′ and mixing times τ (ǫ)
and τ ′ (ǫ), respectively. Define A and π * as above, then for 0 < ǫ < 1, we have τ (ǫ) ≤ 4 log(1/(ǫπ * ))Aτ ′ (ǫ)/ log(1/2ǫ).
We can use the same bound on the minimum weight configuration π * , log(1/π * ) = O(n 2 ) given in Section 4.1, so it remains to bound the quantity A. For each edge (x, y) in M tk we will define a path γ xy using edges in M nn . In each step of M tk we choose a position and then a direction. We will define different paths based on the direction. The paths for direction N are the most complex and we provide a high-level description here. The full description of the three types of paths (corresponding to the three directions) and the complete details of the proofs can be found in Section A. 4 . Suppose x and y differ by an (a, b) transposition, where C(a) = C(b) and a and b are not adjacent. Roughly, our path will move element b to the left until it reaches the correct location and then move element a to the right. However, we must design our paths very carefully to ensure that the weight of the intermediate configurations is never less than min(π(x), π(y)). For
Step Figure 2 : The critical steps in γ x,y for x = 3 a 565212713 b and y = 3 b 565212713 a (the numbers refer to the particle classes of the elements between 3 a and 3 b which are both in particle class 3).
example, if the configuration is 38881113 (the numbers refer to the particle classes the elements reside in) and our goal is to exchange the two 3's, we cannot simply move the leftmost 3 to the right (or rightmost 3 to left) because this will decrease the weight. In the first phase, our path will move b to the left until we reach an element in a smaller particle class than b. Let c be the first element to the left of b such that C(c) > C(b), and suppose c is in position i. Notice swapping c and b would not decrease the weight of the configuration. However, this is not a nearest-neighbor swap. To execute this swap, move c to the right until it passes b (by construction, none of these moves decreases the weight). Then move b to the left to position i. Repeat this process (with new choices of the intermediate particle c) until, eventually, a and b are adjacent. At this point, swap a and b. In the second phase of the path, element a will retrace the same exact steps that b took originally (including replacing any elements in larger particle classes that were moved). For an example path, see Figure 2 . The paths are formally described in Figure 4 in the appendix. Note that for direction N our paths use similar ideas to those in [3] (Section 5.2), but this version gives a better bound since we are swapping elements in the same particle class.
Trees of k-Value Permutations Mix Rapidly
Bhakta et al [3] define a class of probabilities they call "League Hierarchies" and show that this class mixes rapidly. A set of probabilities P is in this class if there exists a binary tree T with n leaves labeled 1, . . . , n in sorted order where each non-leaf node v has a value 1 2 ≤ q v < 1 associated with it and p i,j = q i∧j where i ∧ j is the lowest common ancestor of the leaves labeled i and j in T . At a high-level, they show that if the probabilities P have this type of structure, then we can view the chain as a collection of independent biased 2-particle exclusion processes. In this section, we extend their league hierarchies beyond binary trees using our result that for constant k, k-particle processes are rapidly mixing. We can now allow tree nodes with up to k children.
Let T be a labeled ordered tree (or plane tree) with n leaves labeled 1, . . . , n in sorted order. For each internal node v, the children of v are labeled 1, 2, . . . , deg(v), and if deg(v) ≥ 2, v is assigned
(here a and b correspond to the labels of the children of v). Again let i ∧ j be the lowest common ancestor of the leaves labeled i and j. We say that a set of probabilities P has k-league structure if there exists such a tree T with p i,j = q (i∧j,a,b) where a and b are children of i ∧ j, i is contained in the subtree rooted at a and j is contained in the subtree rooted at b. Figure 3a gives an example P with k-league structure. In this example, p 2,6 = q (A,1,3) = .7 since 2 ∧ 6 = A and leaves 2 and 6 come from A's subtrees labeled 1 and 3 respectively. We prove the chain M nn is rapidly mixing for any P with k-league structure.
Theorem 11. Given a set of probabilities P that is weakly monotonic with bounded k-league structure and corresponding tree T with maximum degree k, the mixing time τ nn of M nn (T ) satisfies (c) Figure 3 : A set of probabilities P with k-league structure, the corresponding q values, and the tree representation of the permutation 6143275.
We will first prove that the tree chain M tree , introduced by [3] is rapidly mixing and then use the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) to relate the mixing time of M tree to the mixing time of M nn . Bhakta et al [3] prove that M tree has the same stationary distribution as M nn .
The Markov chain M tree
• Select distinct a, b ∈ [n] with a < b u.a.r.
• If every number between a and b in the permutation σ t is not a descendant in T of a ∧ b, obtain σ t+1 from σ t by placing a, b in order with probability p a,b , and out of order with probability 1 − p a,b , leaving all elements between them fixed.
• Otherwise, σ t+1 = σ t .
As in [3] we will decompose the chain M tree into at most n − 1 independent Markov chains, one for each non-leaf node of the tree T. In their case they introduce an alternative representation of a permutation with league structure as a tree of binary strings, one for every non-leaf node. We will generalize this representation so that an internal node v with deg(v) = k will now hold a string of numbers from {1, . . . , k}. We will refer to this as the node's tree string. The number of i's in the string will be the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at child i of node v. Figure 3b gives an example of the tree representation of a particular permutation. We show that this representation (which we will call the tree representation) is a bijection in Appendix A.6.
The permutation σ is the permutation string of the root node. We will analyze M tree by considering its effect on the tree representation of a permutation. Each move of M tree involves swapping two elements a and b which correspond to adjacent (and different) numbers in a ∧ b's tree string. Note that for any other ancestor of a and b, both these nodes correspond to the same number in that node's tree string and thus the move does not change the string at that node. For any descendent of a∧ b the move also does not change the tree string because at most one of a and b is represented in that node's tree string and since a and b are only exchanged across nodes that are not descendants of a ∧ b, any descendant's string remains the same. Thus the a and b exchange only modifies the tree string at node a ∧ b and thus the particle processes at each node are independent. Given this, we can use our mixing time result for k-particle processes (Corollary 9) combined with Theorem 7 which bounds the mixing time of a chain that is a product of independent Markov chains to bound the mixing time of M tree . Given a node whose tree string has length b (i.e. the node has b descendants that are leaves), the probability of selecting a move that corresponds to two neighboring characters in the string is (b − 1)/ n 2 = b−1 2n(n−1) . Let k be the maximum degree of T. Then Corollary 9 and Theorem 7 imply
Finally, to relate the mixing time of M tree to the mixing time of M nn we can use the comparison theorem (Theorem 10). Since M tree will not exchange elements a and b across elements c with C(a) < C(c) < C(b) (elements in particle classes between a and b) we can use paths that are almost identical to those described in Section 5 (the details can be found in Section A.4) for moves with direction N. However since C(a) and C(b) may not be equal, in order to recover an edge of M tree from an edge of M nn we will need to know the original location of both C(a) and C(b). This extra factor of n is balanced out by the fact that moves of M tree are selected with probability 1/ n 2 while in M nn they are selected with probability 1/n. Thus the bound on A remains O(n 4 ). Using this bound on A, our bound on the minimum weight configuration π * from Section 4.2 and appealing to the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) and our above bound on the mixing time of M tree gives τ nn (ǫ) = O n 2k+11 ln(nǫ −1 ) .
exchange. If C(σ t (i − 1)) > C(σ t (i − 1)) then selecting position i and L will result in the move. Similarly, if C(σ t (i − 1)) < C(σ t (i − 1)) then selecting position i − 1 and R will result in the move.
Next, we will show that π is the stationary distribution of M tk by showing that M tk satisfies the detailed balance equations π(σ)P k (σ, τ ) = π(τ )P k (τ, σ) for all σ, τ ∈ Ω. Assume τ is obtained from σ by swapping the elements in positions i and j. The definition of π above implies that
where the product is over all positions m between i and j. We will consider two cases corresponding to whether σ and τ differ by a move with direction N or with direction in {L, R}. First, assume σ and τ differ by a N move. This implies that M tk selected position i, and element σ(j) is the first element to the left of position i in the same class as σ(i). Therefore, p σ(i),σ(j) = p σ(j),σ(i) = 1/2 and
. From the definition of our chain, each move P k (σ, τ ) = P k (σ, τ ) = 1/3n. Combining these implies that for all σ, τ ∈ Ω that differ by a N move, π(σ) = π(τ ) and P k (σ, τ ) = P k (τ, σ) and thus detailed balance is satisfied.
Next, suppose σ and τ differ by the exchange of two elements in different classes. Assume without loss of generality that τ is obtained from σ by making a L move. This implies that they differ by the exchange of two elements σ(i) and σ(j) such that j < i, C(σ(j)) ≥ C(σ(i)) and P k (σ, τ ) = 1/3n. The only way to move from τ to σ is to select position j and direction R, thus
Together with (2), this implies
thus satisfying detailed balance.
A.2 Defining the Markov Chains
We claim that the chain M tk is a product of k + 1 independent Markov chains {M i }. The first k chains M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M k involve moves between particles in the same particle class while the final chain M k+1 allows only moves between different particle classes. We give the formal definition of each of these chain below.
The Unbiased Markov chain
• At time t, choose a position f with C(σ t (f )) = i uniformly at random.
• Find the largest g with 1 ≤ g < f and C(σ t (g)) = C(σ t (f )) = i. If such an element exists, then exchange the elements σ t (f ) with σ t (g) to obtain σ t+1 .
Next, we define the final chain M k+1 which allows moves between different particle classes. Note that M k+1 includes all moves of M tk except those with direction N.
The Markov chain M k+1
• At time t, choose a position 1 ≤ i ≤ n and direction d ∈ {L, R} uniformly at random.
• If d = R, find the smallest j with n ≥ j > i and C(σ t (j)) ≥ C(σ t (i)) (if one exists). If C(σ t (j)) > C(σ t (i)), then with probability λ σt(j),σt(i) i<k<j λ σt(j),σt(k) λ σt(k),σt(i) , exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 .
A.3 Bounding the Mixing Time of a Bounded Generalized Exclusion Process
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 from Section 3 to analyze bounded generalized exclusion processes. We will use the bijection between Ω e and staircase walks given in Section 3 to view our bounded generalized exclusion process M e as a "mountain/valley" chain over staircase walks where the probability of adding or removing a square can vary even for the same square. Let R be a rectangular h×w region in Z 2 . Suppose without loss of generality that h ≤ w. Notice M e is equivalent to the following bounded bias Markov chain M s over staircase walks in R: M s chooses a random diagonal 1 ≤ i < h + w and a direction (add or remove). It adds a square above the staircase walk S along diagonal i with probability 1 if possible, and removes a square below the staircase walk on diagonal i (if possible) with probability p σ,i /p σ ′ ,i , where σ is the permutation corresponding to S and σ ′ is obtained from σ by swapping σ(i) and σ(i + 1). Note that the bias λ S,(x,y) := p σ ′ ,i /p σ,i on a square (x, y) depends on S (and σ). Let λ L be the minimum bias over all squares and all staircase walks, and assume λ L > 1 is a constant. We will prove that the mixing time τ s of M s satisfies τ e (ǫ) = O (h + w) h + ln w + ln ǫ −1
Proof. Our proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.2 in the Greenberg, Streib and Randall [10] paper; we will provide a high level overview of the proof here. They prove the following. First, they show that for staircase walks on rectangular regions with uniform bias λ > 1 where λ is a constant, the highest configuration has constant probability in the stationary distribution. Next, they show that for chains with uniform bias λ, the mixing time is O (h + w) h + ln w + ln ǫ −1 .
Combining these implies that we expect the uniform bias chain to hit the highest configuration in
steps. Moreover, the fluctuating bias chain, where the minimum bias is a constant λ > 1 will hit the highest configuration even faster than the uniform bias chain with bias λ. Specifically they prove the following. .
Just like with the fluctuating bias Markov chain, the bounded bias Markov chain M e will always lie above the uniform bias chain and so it will also hit the highest configuration in O (h + w) h + ln w + ln ǫ Recall from Section 5 that we will use the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) to bound the mixing time of M nn using the bound on the mixing time of M tk . In order to apply the comparison theorem, for each edge (x, y) in M tk we will need to define a path γ xy using edges in M nn . In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 8 by formally describing the paths γ xy for each edge (x, y). If (x, y) is a nearest-neighbor swap, then it is also a transition in M nn and we will simply use this single edge as the path (i.e. γ xy = {x, y}). Thus, we can focus on edges that swap two elements that are not adjacent. In each step of M tk we choose a position and then a direction. We will define different paths based on the direction. For each type of path we will need to bound the length of each path, and for each transition (z, w) of M nn , we will need to bound |Γ(z, w)|, the number of paths γ x,y that pass through (z, w). First consider the R direction. Without loss of generality, assume x and y differ by an (a, b) transposition where x(i) = a, x(j) = b, i < j and C(b) > C(a). We will define the path γ xy = {x = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · x s = y} of transitions (x i , x i+1 ) of M nn as follows. Our path will first take element a and swap it to the right until it is at position j − 1. Next we will exchange a and b and finally move b to the left until it is at position i. Since j − i < n, the length of this path is at most 2n. Recall that by the definition of the direction R moves, for every element c between i and j, C(c) < C(a) < C(b) and thus by moving x(i) to the right first,we ensure that at each step the weight of the configuration remains at least the weight of the original configuration. Given a particular edge in the path, if we know the direction of the move was R and particle a's original location, then we know exactly which configurations we are moving between. Hence, each edge can be associated with at most n + 1 different "R" paths. Note that the L direction is very similar and so we defer the proof to the full version of the paper.
Next, suppose the direction selected is N. In Section 5 we gave a high-level description of the paths in this case. Assume a is in position i and b is in position j > i. The complete paths for direction N are formally described in Figure 4 . To complete the proof, it remains to bound the length |γ x,y | of any "N" path, show that the path does not go through any permutations of small weight, and finally that not too many paths go through any particular edge of M nn .
First we will bound the length |γ x,y | of any path of this type. In our path γ x,y , elements a and b are each involved in exactly j − i nearest neighbor transpositions, giving a total of 2j − 2i − 1 transpositions (because one involves both a and b). Additionally we may have transpositions involving neither a or b. Due to the construction of the paths, these transpositions are all between an element in a particle class greater than C(a) and an element in a particle class smaller than C(a). Additionally, each element in a particle class greater than C(a) is involved in at most 2 of these transpositions (one while moving b to the left and one while moving a to the right). Thus there are at most 2(j − i − 1) of these transpositions. Combining these observations with j − i − 1 ≤ n − 2 (n total elements thus at most n − 2 elements between a and b) shows that the total number of transpositions |γ x,y | ≤ 4(j − i − 1) + 1 ≤ 4n.
Next, we'll show that the weight of any configuration x i on the path γ xy = {x = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · x s = y} satisfies π(x i ) ≥ min(π(x), π(y)). First, let's consider the case where (x, y) corresponds to a N move and we will again assume we are exchanging two elements a and b and consider the steps in exchange the elements x i (j) and
exchange the elements x i (m) and x i (m + 1) to obtain x i+1 i ← i + 1 FOR m ∈ {j − 1, . . . l} exchange elements b and
Phase II (move element a to the right):
exchange the elements x i (j) and x i (j + 1) to obtain Phase I of the path (Phase II is almost identical). The only steps in Phase I that do not increase the weight of the configuration are those that exchange b with an element whose particle class is smaller than C(b). Consider any maximal contiguous block of k such elements e 1 , . . . e k . Before we move element b across these elements we first move a different element d with C(d) > C(b) to the right across these elements. When element b is then moved across these k elements, the elements in the middle return to their original position and the overall weight is increased by a factor of
≥ 1, since the probabilities are weakly monotonic (property 2) 3 . Next, we need to bound the number of canonical paths of type "N" that use an edge (z, w) of M nn . We'll show that for any edge (z, w) with P n (z, w) > 0, |Γ(z, w)| ≤ 6n 3 . Here will use an information theoretic argument. Let L be the set of elements between a and b in a larger particle class than C(a) = C(b) and similarly let S be the set in a smaller particle class than C(a). Notice that throughout the path the relative order of the elements in L and in S remains the same. If we consider the placement of elements in S versus elements in L (i.e. replace elements in L with 0's and elements in S with 1's) then this also remains almost the same with at most one element out of place at any point in the path. Given these observations, it is fairly straightforward to see that given any edge (z, w), as long as we have the following information we can recover the two configurations x, y completely and thus this gives a bound on the number of pairs of configurations that use a particular edge. If the direction is not N then as described previously we actually need less information to recover the original M tk edge (x, y). Thus the number of possible paths using a particular edge is at most 6n 3 . Finally, we can bound the quantity A from the comparison theorem and prove Theorem 8. Regardless of the direction (L,R or N ), the upper bound on the length of the canonical paths (|γ x,y | ≤ 4n) gives the following. Let us assume x and y differ by a single transposition of two elements a = x(i) and b = x(j) with i < j. We will consider three cases depending on the direction of the (x, y) move and in each case show that π(x) π(z) P k (x,y) Pn(z,w) ≤ 1/3p min , where p min is the minimum p i,j for i > j. First, if (x, y) is a direction N move then this implies that π(y) = π(x). Since π(z) ≥ min(π(x), π(y)) = π(x), we have π(x)/π(z) ≤ 1. Additionally, P k (x, y) = 1/3n and thus (P k (x, y)/P n (z, w)) ≤ 1/3p min . Combining these gives an upper bound π(x) π(z) P k (x,y) Pn(z,w) ≤ 1/3p min , as desired. Similarly if the direction is L this implies that π(y) > π(x). Again since π(z) ≥ min(π(x), π(y)) = π(x), we have π(x)/π(z) ≤ 1, P k (x, y) = 1/3n and thus (P k (x, y)/P n (z, w)) ≤ 1/3p min and again π(x) π(z) P k (x,y) Pn(z,w) ≤ 1/3p min . If the direction is R then π(y) < π(x) and π(z) ≥ min(π(x), π(y)) implies π(z) ≥ π(y) and thus π(x)/π(z) ≤ π(x)/π(y) = 4n |Γ(z, w)| P n (z, w) ≤ 72n 4 p min .
Using this bound on A, our bound on the minimum weight configuration π * from Section 4.1 and appealing to the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) and our bound on the mixing time of M tk (Theorem 2) gives the following, τ nn (ǫ) = O (n 2 log ǫ −1 )(n 4 p min )(n 2k log(kǫ −1 ) / log(1/2ǫ) = O n 2k+6 log(kǫ −1 ) .
If we let ǫ = 1/4 then we have that τ nn = O(n 2k+6 log k).
A.5 Bounding the Mixing Time of M pp using the Bound on M k+1
In this section we provide the details to complete the proof of Corollary 9 which bounds the mixing time of the particle process chain M pp where particles in a single class are indistinguishable. Note that since particles are indistinguishable we will bound the mixing time of M pp again using the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) and the bound on the mixing time of M k+1 (Lemma 3). Recall that the moves of M k+1 are the moves of M tk with direction L and direction R. Thus, we will use the exact same paths define above (Section A.4) for the L and R directions. As explained previously, using these canonical paths a single edge can be used in at most n + 1 different R paths and n + 1 different L paths. The bound on the maximum length of a path remains at most 4n. Combining these gives a bound on A of O(n 2 ). Using this bound on A, our bound on the minimum weight configuration π * from Section 4.2 and appealing to the comparison theorem (Theorem 10) and our above bound on the mixing time of M k+1 (Lemma 3) gives τ pp (ǫ) = O n 2k+4 ln(ǫ −1 ) .
A.6 Tree Representation
In this section, we fill in details left out of Section 6. First, we define the bijection between tree representations and permutations. To obtain the tree representation from the permutation, perform the following.
• For each non-leaf node v do the following:
-List each leaf descendant x of v in the order we encounter them in the permutation σ (all leaf nodes in v's subtree).
-For each listed element x, write the label of node a where a is the child of v such that x is contained in the subtree rooted at a.
We see that any σ will lead to an assignment of strings as described above at each non-leaf node v. Given any tree representation, we can recursively reconstruct the permutation σ as follows:
• For each leaf node i, let its permutation string be the string "i".
• For any node v with tree string s,
